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Dementia caregivers frequently suffer from emotional stress, financial hardship, and fractured

families. Discover successful care techniques and useful resources that decrease these

stresses from day one.Caregiver Overwhelmed is written by a Registered Nurse with over

twenty years of hands-on experience in elder care and dementia. As a memory care director

and home care clinical manager, she focused on providing education to both professional and

family caregivers. Her expertise is now available for home caregivers in this resource-rich, how-

to guide.This go-to resource presents real life case studies, personal stories, individual

scenarios, and action plans which detail useful tips and proven techniques to help:Identify and

deal with triggers for challenging behaviors before things get out of control.Control your

environment to reduce stress and conflict.Organize your day for less time crunch and more

meaningful activities.Caregiver Overwhelmed is the next generation dementia guidebook for

caregivers who struggle to provide the best care possible to their person with dementia. This

guide provides needed information to meet this challenge head on. Take the steps needed to

create positive, loving memories for the future. Fans of The 36 Hour Day will appreciate the

detailed descriptions and step-by-step action plans that can be implemented immediately.Click

the BUY NOW button for access to these successful dementia care techniques.

About the AuthorAn Adams Media author.
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DementiaPart Two: StagesWhat Are the Seven StagesPart Three: BehaviorsAssessing
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BehaviorsPart Four: Self CareKeep it SimpleConclusionIntroductionSome of us are called

upon by circumstance to provide for a person diagnosed with dementia. Some of us are driven

by a need to help those that suffer. If this is you, by choice or by chance, it will take all of your

strength to finish this journey. Caring for someone with dementia requires more than just

another set of hands. It demands patience, kindness, empathy, endurance, knowledge, outside

support, and most important of all love.This book was written for those that have not

necessarily chosen to be caregivers but find themselves in that situation. Dementia is not an



easy disease where you can just take a couple of pills and the symptoms will go away. It’s an

ugly condition that can tear families apart. This book was written for those that need help

dealing with the devastating effects of dementia on the person, the family, and the

household.THE TORTURES OF BATHINGIt was a morning just like every other. As I was

entering the key code into the front door lock I heard the most horrendous shrieking you can

imagine. The hairs stood up on my arms as a shiver crawled down my back. I knew what that

was. Or should I say “who.”Annie was getting a shower today. This drama happened twice a

week. Every Tuesday and Friday she suffered what she believed to be the ravages of hell while

getting washed by strangers holding her down in the shower chair. The rest of us suffered right

along with her.I took a visual scan of the immediate area by the door, opened it and quickly

stepped inside, closing and locking it behind me. The usual smells of disinfectant, laundry

detergent, burnt bacon, and feces (the later coming from the direction of Susan’s room) were

wafting through the air. I reached over to the small table next to the door andturned on the

essential oils air diffuser. To this day, I still think of Susan when I smell lavender.Four steps in, I

turn right and I’m in my office, located directly in front of the lounge area. I could see everything

through the large glass window right above my desk. Donna, one of my staff members, was hot

footing it down the hall to the left carrying a stack of towels and leaving a trail of water

squishing out of her soaking wet sneakers. I’d have to get that water mopped up fast or Betty

was going to slip and fall, again.Annie was still screaming. George and Adam were sitting on

the blue striped sofa staring at the wide screen TV mounted on the wall across the room.

George had scrambled eggs in his beard. The game show of the day was blaring. It might have

been Wheel of Fortune ®. There were dirty breakfast dishes still sitting on the tables in the

small dining room to my left. There was nothing unusual about this day.Don’t get me wrong. I

loved my job as the Director of Nursing for a small memory care facility in Florida. My staff was

dedicated, hard-working, and loved their jobs too. We had just over thirty people living here and

all of them were diagnosed with some form of dementia. About two thirds of them suffered from

Alzheimer’s disease. My residents came to us after their family could no longer care for them in

the home and we struggled every day to keep them happy and safe. But it felt like we were

barely keeping up with their basic needs, let alone providing quality of life. Most of the time, it

was a struggle to just keep up with the daily tasks (like Annie’s shower.) There had to be a

better way to care for these lost souls.FINDING A BETTER WAYBeing a Caregiver is a

demanding job. It’s not supposed to wring you out, stomp on your heart and leave you

frustrated and exhausted. But that’s exactly how we felt at the end of every day. Just accepting

that Annie would be screaming her head off twice a week was not going to cut it. Running

around like “chickens with our heads cut off” wasn’t working either. My team and I needed a

better way to care for those people. I decided to do some research into dementia behaviors. I

was trying to find the “secret” to being the “Best Dementia Caregivers” imaginable. Well, that

didn’t happen.But what did finally happen after three years, incredible amounts of research,

and writing papers for review, attending training seminars, and communicating with geriatric

specialists? I learned that every person with dementia is different. There is no “best way” to

care for someone suffering from this debilitating condition. It’s a “day by day” process. And you

need a multi-step plan.First, you need to start with the “what and why” of dementia by

understanding the underlying cause of the condition. But you also need to appreciate the

psychological needs of the human soul. From there you can move on to the “how.” During my

journey of discovery, I obtained my master’s degree in nursing education. I used that education

to teach my staff so they could understand what was happening to their residents. They

learned the meaning of dementia, what causes it, and why it happened to some people and



not others. They learned the most effective way to handle specific behaviors as they occurred

and, most importantly, they learned how to support each other during the stressful times. They

learned that every person is different, and every day is different.I’m not saying we were perfect.

Heaven forbid! No one is perfect and we didn’t try to be. But we wanted to be the best that we

could be and I believe we met that goal. The frantic pace of “not enough time” settled down. We

finished what we could and left the rest for the next day. Our goal was to have every resident

feel like they were a real person with feelings, not just a body with a room number.Okay. To be

honest, the screaming didn’t stop. Annie just hated taking a shower. But the way we cared for

her changed dramatically. Our approach went from aggressive “let’s get this done” to “today is

your shower day, which outfit do you want to wear, the red or the blue?” We had the shower

room prepped with big towels, shampoo, soap, and body lotion. We made sure the room was

warm and the water not too hot. And I assigned the same staff member each time so Annie

would be familiar with her. Our new process for “The Event” was less aggressive and helped to

keep her calmer, until she actually got into the shower. At that point the screaming would start

again. But now Annie and everyone else in the building could settle down quicker after the

shower was finished. That was the best we were going to be able to do for her.MOVING

ONEventually, I left the Director’s position and went back to home health care. Here I could still

use my training in dementia care but in a slightly different way. I was visiting homes that had

family members taking on the role of Caregiver, and they were suffering. In many cases, they

suffered more than the person with dementia (PWD).Family members are often thrust into the

role of Caregiver with no planning and no training. The stress this causes is incredible. It can

fracture families. Medical costs for supplies can result in bankruptcy. Family doctors are too

busy or lack the specialized knowledge to provide support for the Caregivers. Resources are

scattered and depending on the state you live in, they can be virtually non-existent. And the

biggest hurdle we face is the severe lack of knowledge and understanding of this condition in

the general population. That’s why this book was created. It’s a continuation of my teaching

those staff members to become the “Best Dementia Caregivers”. Only now, I am teaching

Caregivers in the home, people like you. This book is your go-to source for dementia care. Part

One will explain what dementia is, what causes it, how to manage it, and what to do when all

else fails!In Part Two you’ll take a walk through the seven stages of dementia with explanations

of what’s happening in the brain, what behaviors to expect, and recommended actions you can

take to manage them. There are case studies of real people (names are changed of course)

that demonstrate those behaviors and how their Caregiver reacted. Did their actions work to

help the situation or make it worse? You’ll find out in the discussion of recommended

actions.Part Three discusses several types of behaviors that occur frequently in people with

dementia and that can cause problems at home. These behaviors are divided into four

categories: verbal, physical, psychological, and emotional. We’ll take a deeper look intothe

possible causes of the behaviors and some recommended actions to take in order to get

everyone through the situation.And finally, in Part Four, there are recommendations for how to

take care of yourself while also caring for the person with dementia (this is critical for your own

well-being!). You’ll learn about burnout, what it is and how to prevent it. You’ll also learn how to

handle legal issues, family issues, and how to get some needed help from outside

sources.NOW LET’S GET STARTEDWhile going through this book please remember that

every person is different. Some people experience all of these behaviors; others may only

exhibit some of them. Choose the ones you need help with, read the case studies and how

they were handled, then try the techniques recommended. Use the behavior-tracking sheet in

the companion workbook, Overwhelmed – The Workbook, to help identify triggers and then try



to avoid them. If one thing doesn’t work, try another! No one method works for everyone or

every day, so be courageous and keep trying. That’s what being a Caregiver is all about.*To get

your FREE COPY of the workbook go here: (copy & paste this link: https://

www.subscribepage.com/coworkbook)PART ONEDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEMENTIA IS

defined as a condition in which the brain isdamaged by either disease or injury, resulting in

memorydisorders, personality changes, and impaired reasoning.CHAPTER ONEA BRIEF

HISTORYA BRIEF HISTORY
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caregiver and good advice on coping with the symptoms and behaviors of an Alzheimer’s

patient”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very helpful. This was an eye opening book. I know alot of the things in

my head but hearing someone else say it helped alot.”

florida reader, “essential tips for caregivers. This is one of the most helpful, practical books I’ve

read (and that’s a lot) about how to deal with the problem behaviors caused by most

dementias. It’s easy to read, and well-organized to easily find tips for dealing with the

problem(s). That includes bathing, incontinence, wandering/running away, eating, shadowing,

sundowning, rummaging, and so many others.It also talks about different kinds of dementia—

Alzheimer’s, LBD, FTD etc—and how behaviors may vary among them, although there’s so

much in common. And it explains the seven stages that many use to gauge how far along

someone is in Alzheimer’s, the most common.A lot of other well-known books talk more about

the disease itself, in more medical terms, that can make them not easy to read. And some are

just all warm and fuzzy about “staying positive” and sharing hugs through the “journey.”What

makes this book so good is that it gives useful, practical help for the caregiver, in dealing with

problems many caregivers face daily. It’s amazing to me, as a caregiver, there are so few books

like this. I wish it had been around earlier.”

Roger T, “Wish I Had This Earlier. This book was everything I wish I had earlier. While I am not

a registered caregiver, I took care of a family member until the end with Dementia. There were

so many hardships that were physical, and all the mental ones of my own. This book is good

for anybody in this situation.”

The book by Teri Halstead RN MSN has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided

feedback.
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